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BORELAND CURLING CLUB
Boreland Curling Club members have had much to celebrate
during their 35th anniversary season. In addition to holding
the anniversary social events at a curling weekend in Aberdeen
and a Neighbouring Club’s Bonspiel and supper at Perth, the
last two months of the season has seen the club finish off the
year in style. The final local challenge matches were played
with Boreland victorious over Dalgety Bay and Inverkeithing
and this completed a remarkable set of results as the Boreland
Club ended the season with a clean sweep of all the challenge
trophies on offer against the five local neighbouring clubs.

The month of March was the highlight of the season for the club, as this
was the culmination of three West of Fife Province competitions and were
all won by Boreland. In the Province League, the club went through the
seven games of the season undefeated to win the League for the second
time in their history. The Province Knock-Out Competition saw the club
stride through 4 rounds, taking on Bank of Scotland (Fife) in the final to win
the Rosebowl Trophy by 8 shots to 4, which qualifies Boreland to participate
in the National Province Championships in November of this year. The
final event was the Province Bonspiel, which is a tournament designed to
encourage shot making, with the club scoring the highest number of shots

Report and photo courtesy of Bill Linton

up over two games to be declared the winner. Boreland cemented
their third Province success with an overall scoreline of 20 shots to 6
shots giving them a clear lead of plus 14 shots over the West of Fife
Province Clubs to end a fabulous season in their 35th anniversary
year.
This has been a unique set of results for Boreland CC and as a
relatively “young” curling club based in the Dunfermline area, new
members are very welcome, and information to join the club is
available from the Secretary, Roy Simon, on 01738 443861.

CLUB 90
Club 90 recently celebrated its 25th Anniversary. Not
very old you may say but we are flourishing and very
enthusiastic with an average age of well over 70 years.
We are a very friendly and welcoming club and as one of
our founder members said at our AGM lunch ‘the club was
formed to encourage women to curl and be involved in
teams as soon as possible and not wait their turn to play
the game.’ Many of the original members still play and
enjoy some great competitive games.

Report and photos courtesy of Helen Stewart

The Club originally played at Forest Hills but transferred to
Greenacres when the hotel closed the Curling Rink. The Social
activities of the Club are almost as important as the Curling and we
greatly enjoy our ‘away’ days and lunches of course.
We are the ‘Pink Ladies’. The Pink Ladies 1990-2015.

BRAEHEAD CURLING
The Braehead Saturday Sweep is a
curling session which is Open to all
standards of curler from beginners up to
“expert” and is held on most Saturdays
at Braehead Curling Rink throughout the
season. Complete beginners are especially
welcome and all they require on the day is
to bring a clean pair of trainers and wear a
warm jumper.

A group of qualified RCCC Curling coaches, led by
Robbie Stewart, are always on hand to provide
guidance and support. The weekly sessions are

Report by David Horne. Photo by Piotr Kowalczyk

structured in such a way, as to allow about 45 minutes of coaching followed by a few ends of fun curling with the coaches staying on the ice
throughout the session. After an on-ice session, everyone meets back in the curling bar for a debrief and a chat about the session.
Those that come regularly are encouraged to move onto the Braehead Virtual Club and hopefully will go on to join one of the mainstream clubs at
Braehead. (Twenty former sweepers and Virtual Club members have joined Braehead clubs this year alone). Season 2014 – 2015 was another very
successful season for The Sweep with over 40 members attending on a regular basis.
Robbie and the coaches organised a Christmas end of season fun bonspiels, where the main aim is fun with all sorts of small prizes. At the end
of this season’s bonspiel, everybody was encouraged to wear some sort of hat (pictured).
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The 10th Anniversary of the Dumfries Junior International
Globe Trophy attracted the biggest field yet as 30 teams
descended upon Dumfries Ice Bowl for the annual Junior
International.

Past World Junior Gold, Silver & Bronze medallists were in the lineup along with some of Dumfries’ own home grown talent and international
guests from Sweden, Norway and Holland making this a strong field.
The Globe Trophy Final saw Cameron Bryce team versus Callum Kinnear’s
team and this was a game of high quality from start to finish. Kinnear’s
team came out of the blocks the fastest and managed to take a 4-1 lead
at the halfway point. Team Bryce struggled to find the precise shots they
needed in the early stage, but had a lot of experience in the team and
kept the pressure on to slowly pull back the deficit tying the game 4-4
after regulation time. The tension could be felt in the arena as the extra
end unfolded, with team Bryce continuing to apply huge amounts of
pressure on the younger Kinnear rink and with Cameron Bryce drawing
to the button with his first stone behind cover and it looked likely that
another steal would be on the cards. Callum Kinnear then played a great
raise take out to split the Bryce stone out of the house but left the guard
which Bryce used again to draw to the button for a second time. This time it
was enough, as Kinnear failed to remove the shot with his last stone effort
and the Dumfries Junior International 10th Anniversary title went to Team
Bryce. In the other event finals the results were:
Low Road Cup - Team Joiner (Forfar) Challenge Cup - Team Barr (Kinross)
Speed Cup - Team Henderson (Dumfries) Speed Cup - Team Robson
(Lockerbie)
The Prizes were presented by Rena Hamilton of Hamilton Guest House,
the RCCC President, David Henderson and Billy Green, a local volunteer
coach.

Report by Graham Sloan. Photo by Iain Jamieson

Graham Sloan event organiser said “this has been a long
season but this event is a great way to finish the season for our local
juniors. The Dumfries Juniors have had a fantastic campaign with
lots of memorable champions. It’s great to see such high calibre
of players coming to our event year in year out and again to have
two of our own juniors in the winning team just demonstrates
our strength in depth here at Dumfries Ice Bowl. A big thanks to
all our host families for looking after the international teams, our
hospitality team for keeping all the teams entertained while not
playing, our umpires for keeping the event running smoothly, team
drivers, and all those who helped out throughout the event and our
sponsor Hamilton Guest House Dumfries”
Pictured: Skip: Cameron Bryce, Third: Zack Stewart, Second:
Fraser Kingan and Lead: Frazer Shaw.

GREENACRES DEVELOPMENT GROUP
The Greenacres Development Group
(GDG) was formed at the beginning of the
season of 2014/15. The objective of the
GDG is to develop and promote curling
within the catchment area of Greenacres
Curling Club and also to support existing
curling clubs that use the facilities within.

Junior curling at Greenacres was the first item
on the Committee’s agenda. Over the past few
seasons the Greenacres Young Curlers have
suffered leadership issues, as this was very evident
when they failed to complete their junior league
programmes last season.
All junior curling and responsibilities in future
will be the remit of the Development Group,
this would allow older members to compete in
competitions without having to organise Coaches
in their absence to look after the interest of the
remaining Young Curlers.

Report and photo courtesy of Gordon McIntyre

A new GDG website is under construction and will be up and running very soon and will be updated on a regular basis throughout the season.
Due to the success of the Grand Masters (over 70’s) Competition at Greenacres, the GDG have been involved in promoting the equivalent
competition for Ladies. This will be known as The Greenacres Ladies Crystal, a date has been confirmed as Thursday 22nd October 2015. As this is
the first competition at this level, it was decided to make it a one day event for the first year and hopefully get enough support to make it a two
day event in years to follow.
The information of the event has been circulated to the Ladies Clubs that use the ice rink facilities and already the response has been very
positive with seven ladies teams confirming their entry. This competition is open to any four Ladies who have reached their 70th birthday by 30th
June, 2015 and will be entered under the Skip’s name and not their Ice Rink. For further information please contact Elma at Greenacres Curling
Club on 01505 850633.
Subject to ice allocation, we hope to organise a two day event for an U15’s competition at Greenacres. More information will be put on our
website once ice allocation has been completed.
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GIFFNOCK CURLING CLUB
First class football referee Willie Young was the star
guest at this year’s annual dinner and prize giving event
for Giffnock Curling Club but, fortunately he took his
cards out of his pocket while entertaining the company.
The event was held within Whitecraigs Golf Club where
their first ever lady Club Captain, Valerie Davidson, kicked
off the evening by welcoming the Giffnock members and
guests.

President Steve Hamilton was delighted to welcome along two
excellent speakers for the evening well-known whistler Willie Young
and another well-known west coast individual, Morton (or ‘Morty’)
Dewar. While Morty toasted the game of curling and the club, Willie
Young replied for the guests with a fund of stories from his days at
the top of football’s refereeing elite.
Both speakers had nominated charities – Morty, the Ayr Hospice
and Willie, The Prince & Princess of Wales Hospice - and they were
delighted when it was announced that the evening’s raffle had
raised over £1,000 towards supporting them.
Big sporting winners on the evening were incoming President,
Fergus Corbett as skip of the Swan Medal winning team and
Ian MacDonald for the Terregeles Trophy team. President Steve

Report and photo courtesy of Steve Malloy

Hamilton chaired the evening in fine style, sportingly wearing the rather
large, if somewhat embarrassing, presidents bunnet with a plomb. His
message to the audience was simple – the game of curling and Giffnock
Curling Club are in fine fettle and long may it continue.

STRANRAER ICE RINK
Two members of Stranraer Ice Rink, Christine Cannon and
Brian Park have been honoured in this year’s Wigtonshire Sports
Personality Awards.

Christine Cannon held off competition from fellow curlers Vicki Adams and
Naomi Brown to be crowned Wigtonshire female sports personality of the
year. Christine had a great year, taking the Scottish Curling Senior Women’s
Championship title back in February last year, followed by winning the World
Senior Curling Women’s Championship in Dumfries in April 2014. Her rink
consisted of Margaret Richardson, Isobel Hannen, Janet Lindsay and alternate
Margaret Robertson.
Christine concluded her hugely successful year, finishing runner-up in the
Scottish Curling Senior Mixed Curling Championship at Stranraer Ice Rink in
Report courtesy of Stranraer Free Press. Photo courtesy of
October 2014.
Edward Flannigan Photography
Brian Park was recognised for his contribution to curling over the years. Brian
was Stranraer Ice Rink Curling Club President 1988-89; RCCC Area Representative
from 1998-2001; Honorary President of SIRCC from 2009; a founding member SIRCC Coaching and Development Association and Chairman for
first three years from 2008. He is also a founding member and driving force behind the Stranraer Wheelchair Curling Club, as well as being an
assessor for the RCCC Skill Awards and is involved in all aspects of coaching and development at the ice rink.
Brian has been a leading coach in curling and has coached junior, senior and disabled curlers over many years.

UDDINGSTON
GRAMMAR
The Visually Impaired (VI) group from Uddingston Grammar
want to issue a challenge.

Report and photo courtesy of Jim Morrison

They spent February and March learning how to curl at East Kilbride
Ice rink as part of the Curling’s Cool programme. For this group, the
long laser became the most useful piece of equipment, so much so that
they are now looking to purchase several to use in their various sports
activities. A special trophy was donated to the group and they have
decided that they would like to use it to encourage other VI groups
to take up curling. The group now aims to arrange a challenge match
sometime next season. If you are interested get in touch with Jim
Morrison at jmprop@btinternet.com
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WATERFRONT JUNIOR CURLING CLUB
The Waterfront Junior Curling Club’s season
concluded with our annual presentation of prizes
on the 26th March.

Leading up to the end of the season we could not find a
way to organise a guest curler to attend our prize giving and
give a talk to our juniors.
With only a few weeks left in the season, one of our junior
curlers, Tim Hof from Inverkip offered to put some feelers
out on social media, to contacts he had picked up during
his many curling travels and a couple of annual curling
camps.
A week or two later Tim proudly announced that he
had received word from Soren Gran, former Swedish
international curler and British Men’s Olympic coach in
Sochi in 2014, that he would be more than happy to join us
at the prize giving.
It was a great night with juniors, coaches, parents,
grandparents and Soren, who first of all listened to the
season ups and downs, achievements and opportunities.
We also officially rolled out the clubs new sports kit
(pictured) created with the help of a local business, Gourock
Ladies, Port Glasgow men’s, RCCC Ladies section and the
twelfth province, not forgetting a donation from the Ottawa
district Canadian tour organisers, to provide new kit to all
our skilled juniors.
Soren Gran then gave a talk to the juniors and guests.
He spoke about his early days of curling in Sweden, his
international career with the Swedish teams, and more
recently about coaching the British Men’s Olympic Team at

Report and photo courtesy of Penelope Hof

Sochi. His talk was inspirational for the juniors, who could be observed listening
intently, and for the guests who found his talk extremely interesting. We watched a
couple of videos of certain shots taken at Sochi, and Soren would explain what was
going through his mind as he watched the stones trundle down the rink.
The prize giving ended with the presentations of prizes, which Soren helped
present, and recognition of preliminary results in our Skills award achievements.
This year saw over half the juniors move into the metallic section of the programme,
which is a great achievement. We do have four new juniors this year who will enter
the programme next year.
And finally a big congratulations to Fraser Clark who achieved the Gold Skill
Award this year. Not our first Gold, but the first in the new format, which is a great
achievement.

North West Castle
- Stranraer - Ice Rink -

Full Board Sponsored
Mixed Curling Weekends
from only £150 pp

Rate includes 2 Nights DBB, 2 Buffet Lunches
and a min of 3 games of curling!

Book Your Curling 2015/16 Break Now!
Famous Grouse
Alliance Wine
Courvoisier
Highland Spring
Curlingprints.co.uk
Glayva
Grants
Glenfiddich
Beefeater
Tennents
Teachers

16-18 October 2015
30 Oct - 1st Nov 2015
6 - 8 November 2015
27 - 29 November 2015
8 - 10 January 2016
22 - 24 January 2016
29 - 31 January 2016
5 - 7 February 2016
12 - 14 February 2016
26 - 28 February 2016
4 - 6 March 2016

Club Outing? Build Your
Own Curling Package!
Accommodation - includes Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
and one on-ice session per night stayed.
1 night DBB
2 or more nights DBB
Single room supplement

£60.00
£50.00
£10.00

Why not add in a little something extra?
Additional Ice costs (per session)
Morning tea or coffee with shortbread
Snack Lunch - Soup, Sandwich & tea or coffee
2 course Lunch with tea or coffee
3 course Lunch with tea or coffee
Afternoon – Tea or coffee with Scones

£5.00
£2.00
£6.00
£12.50
£15.00
£3.00

BOOK NOW t: 01776 704413 | email: hotel@northwestcastle.co.uk
Rate based on 2 people sharing a classic room
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ALAN STEEL – A CONTRARIAN TALE
Alan Steel, Chairman of 2015 Indoor Grand Match sponsor Alan
Steel Asset Management, shares his view on clever investing and why
50% of adults don’t know what 50% means!

Having been an IFA from early 1973 for 40 years I can attest to two things:
1) Contrarian investing works handsomely, and
2) It is the hardest thing imaginable to keep your nerve at all
times of euphoria and panic.
But what does being a contrarian mean? Well, it’s certainly been said for long
enough that if you want to enjoy better returns on your-hard earned money you
have to save differently from the “crowd” … or “herd” if you prefer. And in order to
suss that one out you need to find out what public opinion actually is.
There was one hugely successful investor who said: “I grant you that you will
have to read a pile of news and comments. However our radios, newspapers and
magazines unload such a flood of economic news and propaganda these days
it’s not difficult to get a fairly accurate cross section of what people probably are
thinking about and what the composite opinion is likely to be, and what some
groups want us to accept and believe.”
That comment above was from Humphrey Neill in 1954 in his book “The Art of
Contrary Thinking”. He wrote it after 30 years of experience and even refers to the
conclusion of Johann Goethe (1749 to 1832) that being contrarian was the only
way to be successful vis-à-vis the crowd. So the success of being contrarian goes
back into the 18th century!
Now, it shouldn’t be embarrassing to anyone, thanks to constant negative reports
on telly and in the headlines – another “herd” barometer - that savers are sticking
their money in deposit accounts earning almost nothing.
A report from Nationwide on 31 January 2015 entitled “Harrow savers schooled
in ISAs” rejoices in growing cash ISA balances and boasts that Scots are marginally
behind Harrow as the top savers in the UK. They’ve stayed loyal to deposits despite
record low interest rates - rates as low as 0.1%.
Meanwhile too many folk reach retirement with derisory levels of savings thanks
to fear and sticking to those deposits, tax free or not. And you wonder if their lack
of numeracy skills doesn’t help.

Alan Steel, Chairman, Alan Steel Asset Management

The Money Advice Service report in 2013 found that 79% of the 5,000 adults surveyed said they “lacked confidence” when it came to managing
their savings, more than a third did not understand inflation, and one in eight still thought typical interest rates were over 10%.
As actuary Ned Cazalet says: “The problem is 50% of adults don’t know what 50% means.”
We do. And we have an award-winning team of experienced advisors that includes 8 plain-talking practitioners, supported by 4 tax, trust and
pension specialists and 26 dedicated support staff who can help explain it to you.
Alan Steel, Chairman, Alan Steel Asset Management

To find out more go to www.alansteel.com/rccc

RCCC ACCOUNTS OVERVIEW
This time of year we spend time looking back at
the season past, before we focus on the new season
approaching. The RCCC members will be pleased to hear
that the accounts show a surplus of £2,273 in a year with
turnover of £1,022,735. The accounts are now available
with the AGM papers and can be found on the RCCC
website.
For those who scrutinise the detail of the accounts, you may
notice a big difference in assets as cash is £749k this year compared
to £157k last. This is due to the main grant for 2015-16 being
received in our bank one week before the year end. As a result it
also appears under creditors, as £604k this year compared to £28k
last year and we expect to spend it in its entirety before May 2016.
We have also published an article with a couple of charts to show
where the money came from and what it was spent on, available on
the RCCC website. The expenditure pie chart is printed here.
t
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Do the Winter Olympic Games have an impact on the
number of people taking up curling in Scotland? Over
the years, this is a question that many curlers have
deliberated over at great length with nobody having a
clear answer.

The RCCC has set about trying to establish what ‘return for
investment’ there is in respect of obtaining new members from the
Try Curling programme.
Within the RCCC’s planning for 2014 was a method to ‘track’
Try Curling participants in relation to membership. By providing a
financial incentive to host facilities and development groups, the
RCCC was able to obtain details for 3994 people who attended Try
Curling sessions during February and March 2014.
Of those 3994 participants, 209 have so far become RCCC
affiliated members through either Virtual Clubs and/or mainstream
clubs around the country. With retention currently at just over 5%,
how does this compare to other Olympic Try Curling campaigns and
to regular Try Curling sessions, and what can we do to improve the
rate of retention?
Feedback forms with fields including; ease of booking, welcome
at the facility, quality of instruction, enjoyment, follow-up
information and how likely an individual was to recommend the
sessions, showed an astounding 95% + satisfaction rate. Reviews
also indicated that over 91% of the participants were interested in
attending Beginner Classes.
The big question now is what happened to the 86% of people
who were interested in attending Beginner Classes who have not
become members? Work is ongoing in this area and the RCCC
is continually gaining more information to help us all with future
planning.
The three facilities that gained the largest number of new
members from Try Curling sessions in 2014 were Dundee (30), The
Peak, Stirling (23) and Stranraer (23). There are many variable factors
that can impact retention however we do know that these facilities
stayed open beyond the end of the traditional season and had

Report by Judith McCleary

structured classes in place. Dundee and The Peak had established Virtual
Clubs ready to welcome new particiapnts and Stranraer has since started
its own Virtual Club. Many new Virtual Clubs have been established on the
back of the 2014 Winter Olympic Games with the largest club now having
85 members. The National Virtual Club Challenge held in March, involved
28 teams competing against each other from around the country. All 104
participants were in their first two years of curling and the competition and
camaraderie of the event were evident to see.
During the 2014-15 season, over 1000 new members have joined the
RCCC with 209 of them having attended Try Curling sessions in February
and March 2014. Were others enthused by the Winter Olympic Games and
attended later Try Curling sessions, or indeed did they skip Try Curling
sessions and enter straight into Beginner Classes? Perhaps it wasn’t due
to that at all, and individuals were introduced to the sport through family
and friends. These are all areas that RCCC is exploring, investigating and
seeking answers to. We’ll keep you updated with our findings!

THANK YOU TO OUR COACHES
Thousands of children are
given the opportunity to try
curling each year through the
RCCC Curling’s Cool programme.

In season 2014-15 alone, 4646
children in primary 6 & primary 7
participated in the programme across
16 Ice Rinks in Scotland.
Children have the opportunity to
learn the basics of curling in a fun
learning environment led by RCCC
qualified coaches. On completion
of sessions, participants receive a
certificate, branded give-away and
information on their local junior club.
Some areas host Curling’s Cool
festivals to add a little inter-school
competition!
The Curling’s Cool programme
relies heavily upon coaches and other
volunteers so they deserve a massive
THANK YOU for giving those pictured
below and many more children the
chance to experience curling.
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Coaches corner
Tony Zummack, Head of Coaching for Scottish/British Curling has
generously agreed to give Your Curler a unique insight into high
performance curling. Over the next season he will be providing us with
periodical curling discussions aimed at all curlers, whether you are a
beginner or a seasoned veteran.

Stones and Ice - Part 1
As I sit here in the Azimut Hotel in Sochi, Russia looking
through my curling stone matching report that I have just
completed after our practice session with Lee and Judith
McCleary, prior to the start of the World Mixed Doubles
Curling Championship. I realise when attending events of
this nature that there is quite a range of experience, within
the competing nations of athletes, who have had previous
opportunities to play with stones on ice of this calibre. This
will be a two part discussion so in this article I would like to
discuss curling stones and the difference in the stones used
in international competitions and the stones used in your
local curling club.
World Class curling stones are significantly different from your curling
club stones in three main areas; striking band, running band width and
running band texture.
Striking band width – This is the area of the stone that makes contact
with another stone. Club stones have a wider band and when they
strike each other there is more surface area of each stone connecting
and championship stones have a much narrower striking band. When
they contact each other there is much less energy lost in contact.
You may recognise this as a “lively house” phrase that you hear from
television announcers. It really has less to do with the ice than with
the stones. Club stones will lose this liveliness much quicker than
championship stones because of their frequency of use.
Running band width – This is the surface area under the stone that
has direct contact with the ice. It is generally between 5 millimetres
and 7 millimetres wide. Club stones can have a slightly wider
(7mm) running band and championship stones have a slightly
narrower (5mm). This can attribute a certain amount of speed and
curl characteristics to the stones being used, dependant on the ice
conditions. New stones will have a narrow band and will get gradually
wider over time and use. This is one of the reasons that club stones
get faster and straighter over time.

Photo of Tony Zummack © Jeff Holmes. Curling stone running band
courtesy of Kay’s of Scotland. Curling stones WCF / Celine Stucki

Running band texture –
This is probably the most
commonly talked about stone
maintenance procedure in
the curling world. While some
people are in favour and
some are not, I personally
think it needs to be looked at
in a common theme. When a
curling stone arrives to you
fresh from the factory, it has a
texture to the running band.
It is a cross sectional pattern
that is put there by abrasion over a diamond grit sand paper. These
tiny scores or texture is the primary factor in a stone curling on ice
because they create friction with the pebble on the ice. The less the
texture on the stone and the less the pebble on the ice, the less the
friction that causes the curl.
The overall theme of this article is to help both the recreational club
curler and the performance curler to identify why curling stones may
do one thing in your local club, yet react totally different in a world class
environment. I would suggest the biggest thing to take away from this
knowledge is this; ROTATION ON A STONE IS IMPORTANT. How much
you ask? Between 3 and 4 rotations from release to tee line. I challenge
you to count your rotations at a practice session or in a game and I
believe you will be surprised as to what you discover. It is my experience
that most curlers achieve half of this amount. In both club conditions
and world class conditions this amount of rotation will help the stone
travel on the correct path and arrive at the intended target with the
proper trajectory of delivery (another topic for a later article).
This is a very basic description of stones and the importance of
rotation. I am sure that some ice technicians will have varying views or
opinions of what I have described here. There are also other factors in
each of the three areas I have discussed that will have an overall impact
in a curling stones performance. What I have highlighted here is what
I believe every curler can benefit from knowing with regard to curling
stones and I have acquired this knowledge through many discussions
with ice makers from both ice rinks and international championships.
The object of the game is in the name, CURLING. Whether or not you
are just a novice starting, a passionate grass roots curler, a seasoned
veteran or performance curler, the stones being used today in both
club curling and major championships are different from those of
years gone by. Curlers need to embrace the nuances and adapt to
the conditions by recognising that they may need to improve their
technique with regard to how they apply proper amount of rotation to
the stone.
If I have gotten you thinking or discussing………I have done my job.
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RCCC COMPETITIONS CALENDAR
2015-2016
Competition

Venue

Date

September

Asham Under 17 Slam - The Stevenson Trophy

Lockerbie Ice Rink

26th - 27th Sept

Stranraer Ice Rink

9th - 11th Oct

October

Scottish Curling Senior Mixed Championship
Asham Under 14 Slam - Forfar
European Playdowns
Asham Under 17 Slam

Forfar Indoor Sports

11th Oct

Dewars Centre, Perth

14th - 18th Oct

Lanarkshire Ice Rink (Hamilton)

31st Oct - 1st Nov

National Masters Men’s Championship - Qualifiers
Scottish Province Championship
Skill Awards Challenge
Asham Under 17 Slam - The Baljaffray Trophy

Greenacres Curling Rink

10th - 12th Nov

Greenacres Curling Rink

13th - 15th Nov

Dewers Centre, Perth

15th Nov

Greenacres Curling Rink

28th - 29th Nov

Double Rink Championship
Scottish Curling Junior Championships - Qualifers
Scottish Curling Mixed Doubles Championship
Asham Under 17 Slam - Forfar

Stranraer Ice Rink

4th - 6th Dec

Dewars Centre, Perth

4th - 6th Dec

Braehead Curling

10th - 13th Dec

Forfar Indoor Sports

28th - 29th Dec

Scottish Junior Curling Club Challenge Div 1 & Div 2
Scottish Curling Senior Men’s Championship - Qualifer
Scottish Curling Senior Men’s Championship - Qualifier
Asham Under 14 Slam - Dumfries
Scottish Curling Championships - Qualifiers
Scottish Curling Junior Championships

Murrayfield Curling, Edinburgh

9th - 10th Jan

Ayr Ice Rink

15th - 17th Jan

Forfar Indoor Sports

15th - 17th Jan

Dumfries Ice Bowl

16th Jan

Braehead Curling

21st - 24th Jan

Curl Aberdeen

26th - 31st Jan

National Masters Curling Championships
Scottish Curling Championships
Scottish Junior Curling Club Challenge Div 3
Scottish Curling Senior Championships
Asham Under 17 Slam - Perth

Greenacres Curling Rink

4th - 7th Feb

Dewars Centre, Perth

14th - 21st Feb

Ayr Ice Rink

20th - 21st Feb

Lanarkshire Ice Rink (Hamilton)

24th - 28th Feb

Dewars Centre, Perth

27th - 28th Feb

The Rink Championship
Asham Under 14 Slam - Perth
Scottish Schools Curling Championship
Scottish Curling Pairs Championship
RCCC Funspiel
Scottish Curling Mixed Championship

Forfar Indoor Sports

4th - 6th Mar

Dewars Centre, Perth

5th Mar

Braehead Curling

11th - 13th Mar

Stranraer Ice Rink

18th - 20th Mar

Braehead Curling

20th Mar

Curl Aberdeen

25th - 27th Mar

Braehead Curling

2nd Apr

Greenacres Curling Rink

3nd Apr

November

December

January

February

March

		

April

National Virtual Club Challenge
Newcomers Trophy

More dates to be added soon including the Asham Under 21 Slam competitions.
Dates correct as of 20/05/2015 but maybe subject to future change.

and competition reports
Visit the RCCC website for the latest event previews, line scoring, results

